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What do people dream about when they dream
of DISH?

There are some that may wake with a scream in a tangle of sweat-soaked sheets, haunted by images of finding

themselves forever chained to Charlie Ergen, perhaps sharing a vital organ with him, perhaps finding him with

his hand on the plug that powers their entire network, an expectant smile on his face.

We sympathize with the people that suffer these dreams.  We imagine they are causing restless nights in

places like Seattle and Bonn, and in a large penthouse apartment on the upper west side.  It is not them that

we are concerned with here.  Here we are focused only on happy dreams.

What do the people who own DISH’s stock dream of?

They used to dream of a quick sale to Verizon or AT&T, at some spectrum value that was close to the value

realized in the AWS-3 auction.  Short dreams, delivering a quick jolt of pleasure, like the dreams of adolescent

boys.  Some still dream of this.  And it could still happen.  There isn’t much to say about these dreams.  Their

meaning is plain.  Most people who dream of DISH now, have dreams that are more complicated.  They might

go something like this…

(more…)
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